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Editorial

monitor

For this issue I was lucky enough
to be able to interview the talented
photographer, Ed Jones. He
provided a fresh approach and
view of the photography scene that
provides an interesting read.
Anyone that even works with
computers will tell you that
processing speeds come to a
grinding halt when using heavyusage programs such as Photoshop
or Illustrator. The problem of the
elusive slow computer is explained
and fixed with an explanation of
how RAM can affect speed.
As always, I sincerely hope that you
enjoy this issue and any feedback is
greatly appreciated.
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NOT-SO-RANDOM
ACCESS
There is nothing more
frustrating than a slow
computer, no matter what
is being done. Gaming,
rendering, whatever.
Working on a project when
the file size becomes ever
larger causes a sad, slow
computer.
It isn’t just something that
happens randomly though,
the cause of the slow speed
could be its Random Access
Memory (RAM). The RAM
determines how quickly and
how well a computer can
run multiple applications
and multi-task. The higher
the RAM, the better the
performance.
Upgrading RAM is not as
easy as taking out the old
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and replacing it with the new
components.
The frequency the RAM
operates at must be compatible
with the motherboard or the
computer may not start up.
After the RAM is purchased
and the computer is running
smoothly, you may be
wondering whether it can get
any better. Of course it does,
with over-clocking.
Over-clocking is something
that can be risky. It involves
going to the system’s BIOS
and tweaking a few things to
make the RAM run above
the intended speed. If you can
tweak successfully then the
computer will run as fast as the
next best in the series.
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speak of the code
</html>

As technology becomes more
integrated into our lives, the demand
for developers has increased and will
continue into the future. Being literate
in any programming language can
be a real boost on a resume and each
language has its uses, strengths and
weaknesses.
JavaScript is the language that is most
commonly used to make websites
interactive. A small amount of coding
will add animations, load different
forms of media and various behaviours
without having to reload the page.
JavaScript is one of the most in-demand
languages and knowledge of it is a huge
benefit.
C# (pronounced see-sharp) is a
relatively new language created by
Microsoft for a variety of uses. The
language is regarded as easy to learn due
to its simplicity, even easier than Java
and C++. C# is popular due to its broad
application and knowing the language is
an advantage when seeking employment
in the programming area.

Python has a reputation for being the best
entry level language to learn. It is used
in scientific and numeric computing,
desktop GUIs and software development.
It uses fewer lines of code when compared
to other languages which gives it better
readability. Although the demand for
Python is lower, it is still a useful language
to learn.
HTML forms the building block for
webpages. However, HTML has a
plain and boring appearance, which
is where CSS comes in. CSS is a style
sheet language that makes webpages
more interesting by allowing different
appearances using colours, fonts and
layouts.
There are many more computer languages,
some more useful than others, and having
some knowledge will be very useful in any
career.
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ED JONES
PHOTOGRAPHY
In

case you haven’t heard
of him before, Ed Jones is
a photographer based in
Wynyard, Tasmania. Born in the
United Kingdom, Ed’s family
relocated to Tasmania when he
was four years old. His passion
for photography was sparked at
the age of four when he started
flipping though the pages of a
National Geographic magazine.
For some time, his career
was only a hobby. Formerly a
pilot, he went full time three
years ago. He says he would be
unhappy doing anything else
and speaks passionately about
his work.
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How did you come
to learn the skills of
photography?
The short answer… you’re always
learning. But to give a fuller answer,
I probably started actually learning
photography as a craft in about 1996
when I bought my first SLR, a classic
film Canon AE-1. I know these days a
lot of people learn only on digital, but
when you shoot on film, there are a lot
of factors that force you to learn. Every
frame costs you money, and it can get
expensive if you keep stuffing shots.
When you can’t just chimp at the screen
to see if your shot worked, you tend to
slow down and take more care planning
and composing, as you can’t just keep
on firing frames until you get one that
works. So really, I learnt by shooting on
film.

What would be your
“perfect shot” or
“magnum opus”? Have
you already captured
it?
For me, I don’t believe it exists. Every
time I press the shutter, and create an
image, I am looking for what I can do
better. I’m determined to make every
image better than the last. I guess I
believe in the journey, and don’t believe
that there is (at least for me) a final
destination. To me, the very thought
that there could be a final, perfect image
is limiting. I am never satisfied, I want
to continue to grow and never stop.
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What is your favourite
accessory or piece
of equipment? A
particular lens?
Lighting?
Ideally you don’t want to get
emotionally attached to gear, that
can easily send you bankrupt, and
essentially they are just tools. That
said, after 20 years only using Canon
cameras, last year I switched to the
Fujifilm X system. The x-pro1 with
56mm is my favourite combination, but
I also love the x100s. These cameras are
just such a good fit for me personally.
With lighting, I use different gear for
different jobs, but love getting in the
studio with my Elinchrom strobes.
It took a while to fit them into my
budget, but they are a dream to use. But
ultimately, when your income depends
on your gear working as expected, you
need the right gear for the job, and
that’s what I love about my gear. It is the
right gear for my work, no frills, not the
most expensive or most talked about on
YouTube, just the best for me.
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How do you edit your
photos? Do you use
software?
I shoot RAW primarily, so everything
is given some degree of editing, even
if it’s just white balance adjustment
in Lightroom. The amount of editing
is dependent on the job. It might be
a two minute tweak on an editorial
assignment, to a two hour retouch of an
image for a modelling portfolio. At the
moment I mainly use Adobe Lightroom,
Camera RAW and Photoshop CC.

What is the key to an
excellent shot?
We could get technical on that one,
and discuss aperture, shutter speed,
composition etc… but they are all
relative to the intent of the image. To
me, what, above all else, separates
the average from the exceptional is
originality and authenticity. Living
in a world of Instagram, and a dozen
other visual based communication
mediums, we are bombarded with
images, and some of them may be
executed brilliantly, but what is so
often lacking is originality. There are
so many photographers out there, just
trying to take photos that look like
someone else’s, and to me, this lack of
authenticity will deprive them of soul,
and leave them flat, no matter how
well they were crafted. Above all else, I
would call an image excellent, when it
is the original, authentic expression of
the photographer’s heart, their artistic
drive.

Do you think that this
spread and growth of
amateur photographers
is good or bad for the
photography business? Will
it affect its future?
There’s a lot of good coming out of it,
with the abundance of inspirational
material out there, but it has also
hurt the industry as a business in a
lot of ways. Whilst I wouldn’t say it
has made it harder overall- a truly
good photographer will eventually
break through the noise- it has hurt
some sectors. Photojournalism has
been decimated, as it doesn’t make
economic sense for a newspaper
to send a photographer to the
scene of breaking news when 20
Instagrammers have just sent the
paper a stack of free images!
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Tips
Use the gear you
need, not what
you want.

Who or where would
you like to shoot?
There’s no one answer to either of
those. I have a long list of people
I’d love to photograph, and also an
equally long list of places. As a portrait
photographer I am drawn to expressive
faces, people who convey emotion
clearly... I really couldn’t specify though,
as I see strangers whose faces I would
love to shoot as much as some mega
celebrities. To some degree. Too often
photographers aspire to shoot famous
people either for the pay cheque, or the
publicity of having a big name on their
list.

The aim of
concept
photography is to
make the image
look real.
Lighting is the key to a
good shot and use low
ISO with bright lights
to have full control over
lighting.
Shooting on film is
not just a hipster
thing to do! It can
improve your
skills.
Graphics tablets are
timesavers.
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